Computer Monitoring Programs
Here are some of the best computer monitoring programs available to help keep your children and safe while they are
on the Internet. Your kids could be chatting with an Internet Predator and you need to know about the possible threat
that these predators pose. These monitoring programs will do basically the same thing - Protect your family online.
Some programs will block and restrict and others will just monitor or spy on the computer user. Some of the programs
even record all of your teenagers Facebook activity. You need to figure out what kind of online protection your family
will need to keep them safe.
Below are the best of the many computer monitoring programs we have tested. They all have their own subtle
differences. Some monitor, some block or restrict chat and some do both. You know your family better than anybody;
choose the computer monitoring program that is right for you. Keep them safe online!
If you just bought a new computer for your teenager, you may want to install a computer monitoring program on it
while you can. The first thing they will want to do with a new computer is either download and install a chat program
like Yahoo Messenger and AOL IM, or put their profile up on Facebook for all the world to see. With a computer
monitoring program installed on the PC, you will be able to see what the rest of the world can see. They may show
their Facebook profile that they want you to see, but did you realize that most kids have two Facebook profiles?
Which Facebook profile do you really want to see? You can monitor all of their Facebook activity.
Below are some of the best computer monitoring programs available. Monitoring programs are sometimes referred to
as Spy Software. If you want to learn more about the programs, click the navigation links on the left side of any page
to find out more about them, or click the links below to go straight to the vendors homepage. Learn how a computer
monitoring program can help protect your family on the Internet. Keep your family safe online!

Very Effective Computer Monitoring Programs
Spector Pro
Combine several recording tools with Internet access blocking and intelligent and instant alert notification when
content you specify is encountered and you have one of the most powerful Internet monitoring and surveillance
software you can buy anywhere. Keep your kids safe from internet Predators with Spector. Monitors Facebook
activity. See our Review of Spector Proor some screenshots of the computer monitoring program in action.

WebWatcher
Your Online Safety Chaperone - With WebWatcher, you can completely monitor all of their activity without them ever
knowing that you are checking in on them. They will relax, and you can finally relax knowing that they are safe. See
our review of WebWatcher

Safe Eyes

The Safe Eyes Internet content filtering and computer monitoring solution is the parental control you need in today's
society. Times have changed and now so have the parental controls you will need to keep your family safe. Safe
Eyes is made by Mcaffee. See our review of Safe Eyes.

eBlaster
Time-sensitive events such as an Internet Predator’s chat room advances directed toward your son or daughter -require immediate action. That is why eBlaster employs Instant Notification to provide you with an EXACT copy of
every email, chat, and instant message. See our review of eBlaster

SentryPC
The Future of Computer Monitoring - SentryPC enables you to control, restrict and monitor access and usage of your
PC. You can control how long and when users are allowed to use the computer, prevent the use of specific programs,
block access to certain websites, restrict access to Windows functions like Control Panel and more. This is the future
of computer monitoring. See our Review of SentryPC to see the computer mionitoring program in action.

Net Nanny
Net Nanny is the one of the most effective and flexible Internet filters available today! The state-of-the-art dynamic
filtering engine ensures that your family members will not be exposed to pornography and other offensive
content. See our review of NetNanny

SniperSpy
SniperSpy Remote Spy Software utilizes a remotely deployable computer monitoring solution. SniperSpy also allows
you to view the remotely monitored computer screen in real time allowing you to instantly know exactly what they are
doing on the computer as it happens. This is a great feature to have available in today's fight against Internet
Predators. SniperSpy is a cutting edge remote spy solution. See our review of SniperSpy

KeyGhost - The Hardware Keylogger
Using a hardware keylogger to record keystrokes is as simple as plugging it in between the keyboard and PC. This
can take anyone with little or no experience under 5 seconds to learn and do. Once a hardware keylogger is
connected, it begins recording every keystroke that passes through it into its own internal memory. No software is
needed to record keystrokes with KeyGhost keylogger. See our review of KeyGhost

RealTime-Spy
Monitor Any PC Anywhere - Anytime - Realtime-Spy is the latest in high-tech surveillance and spy software that
allows you to remotely install the monitoring system and access the activity logs from anywhere at any time via your
own personal Realtime-Spy Webspace! See our review of RealTime-Spy

KeyKey Monitor
KeyKey Monitor's main goal is to capture keystrokes and it does that very well. KeyKey monitor is a key stroke
recorder program that can be used to monitor and record everything typed into a computer . It is another great tool
you can use to keep your family safe on the Internet. See our review of KeyKey Monitor

Spyagent

Spyagent is a Powerful Computer Monitoring Program. Spyagent is the perfect utility for logging all actions that users
make on your PC workstations. Whether you are a business owner, school instructor, concerned parent, or secure
personal user, SpyAgent is for you if you demand highly efficient monitoring and logging power. See our review of
SpyAgent

http://www.onlinesafetysite.com/P1/monitoring.htm

